Softway Solutions Develops AwardWinning Health App for Texas Heart
Institute
HOUSTON, Texas, June 20, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The Softway
development team has received a Bronze Web Health Award for their
work of the iPhone / Android application Auscultation Primer. The
presented during the 14th annual Web Health Awards program, which
America’s top digital health resources.
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development
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Softway Solutions is a premier website design, mobile applications and
multimedia services company in Houston, Texas.
The app was developed for the Texas Heart Institute in collaboration with
doctors from the organization. Its purpose is to provide auscultation (the
ability to hear sounds from within the body) of an array of sounds the heart
makes as related to physiology, anatomy and diagnosing cardiovascular
disease. More about THI: http://www.texasheartinstitute.org/ .
Doctors and developers of Softway Solutions included 10 live recordings from
real patients which demonstrate many of the most commonly-occurring heart
sounds and murmurs. Video recordings include crystal clear audio along with
detailed phonocardiograms and EKG tracings to assist with timing. Softway
Solutions’ app designers also added descriptive text segments to enhance and
improve the learning experience.
In addition to developing award-winning applications for mobile devices,
Softway Solutions also provides a variety of strategic digital solutions for
their clients. Since its launch in 2003, Softway Solutions has received
recognition for its excellence in the following digital resource categories:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Business strategy development for websites
Web design and development;
Web application development and programming;
Game development and programming;
Flash and multimedia design and development;
IT solutions.

Softway Solutions hopes to remain an important part of healthcare in America
by continuing to pioneer digital resources related to health and fitness.
About Softway Solutions:
Softway Solutions is a Houston, Texas based multimedia company that has been
helping businesses fulfill their visions since 2003. The company specializes
in various aspects of multimedia including website design, mobile application
development and Internet marketing, amongst others. Softway Solution employs
approximately 115 highly experienced industry experts both in the United
States and abroad. They also provide services to a variety of industries

including health care and oil and gas. More information online:
http://www.softwaysolutions.com/ .
For more information, and media queries, contact:
Danny Gavin
281-914-4381
marketing[at]softwaysolutions.com.
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